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Florida Sales and Use Taxation 
A Background 
The sales and use tax in Florida is levied on four major 
types of transactions and a few isolated services. The four types 
are transient rental accommodations CF.S. 212.05), rentals of real 
property (F.S. 212.031), admissions (F.S. 212.04), and taxable 
retail sales of tangible personal property (F.S. 212.05) 
Telecommunication and certain other utility services, information 
services and certain laundry, dry cleaning and upholstery cleaning 
services are specifically taxed under F.S. 212.05(1)(h)(i). 
Generally, service transactions are exempt from tax unless the 
service is part of the sale of taxable tangible personal property, 
i.e., labor services to repair ~~~abl~ tangible personal property, 
freight service to deliver taxable tangible personal property, 
etc. However, there are exceptions to this rule. Example: If a 
seller contracts to sell taxable property F.O.B.-Origin, the title 
to the property passes at that point to the buyer and the buyer 
pays the transportation. even though the transportation charges 
are shown on the same invoice evidencing the sale of the tangible 
property. The transportation services are rendered to the buyer 
and are not part of the taxable selling price. 
To ensure that duplicating or pyramiding of the tax is 
reduced, the Legislature has provided a specific exemption on 
items purchased for resale and raw materials purchased and 
incorporated into a finished product. This is administered 
through the use of resale certificates. 
Two categories of sales are not subject to taxation, either 
as a result of the definition of taxable sales or by specific 
exemptions in the act. The first category consists of specified 
classes of goods. Examples: 1) the occasional or isolated sales 
by one individual to another individual neither of whom are in the 
business of selling goods, (except no exemption is allowed for 
aircraft, boats, motor vehicles, or mobile homes), 2) purchase of 
raw materials to be incorporated into finished products, 3) 
packaging materials for one-time use only in packaging tangible 
personal property for sale, and 4) providing a service; sale of 
intangibles, such as stocks and bonds: sale of items for resale, 
etc. 
The second category consists of specific exemptions that 
enjoy a definite exemption based on use or because of their 
user. Examples of transactions that have an outright exemption 
from tax are: sales of water, general grocery items, flags of the 
United States and Florida, hospital meals and rooms, etc. 
Examples of transactions that may be exempted based on use are: 
purchases of machinery and equipment for use in a new or expanding 
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business; seed, fertilizer and insecticides for agricultural use; 
boiler fuels; household utilities; etc. 
All transactions involving sales and leases to federal, 
state, or local governmental entitles, and certain organizations 
such as religious, charitable, scientific, educational, and 
veterans' organizations that are issued a consumer certificate of 
exemption (except the federal government which 1s not required to 
have a consumer certificate of exemption) are currently exempt. 
Sales to contractors employed by governmental entities for the 
construction or improvement of real property under a lump sum, 
cost plus, or fixed fee contract are taxable. 
A use tax is imposed on the use, consumption, distribution, 
and storage for distribution or consumption in the State of 
tangible personal property purchased 1n such a manner that sales 
tax would not be applicable at the time of purchase. This most 
often happens in Interstate transactions. 
The two taxes, sales and use, stand as complements to each 
other and, taken together, provide a uniform tax on either sales 
at retail or the use of property purchased irrespective of where 
the property may have been purchased or leased. 
Although the sales tax is computed on the sales price of the 
item or service sold, 1t is not a tax upon the item or service but 
~~n the_2~lYll~g~ of selling the items or services. Accordingly, 
the sales tax is in the nature of a privilege tax for doing 
business (a vendor's tax), even though the vendor is required to 
collect the tax from the ultimate consumer. Likewise, a use tax 
1s a tax levied on the privilege of using, storing, or consuming 
property purchased. The intent of the law 1s to make one tax 
complement the other: the use tax being aimed at preventing 
evasion of the sales tax by purchasing goods or services from out-
of-state. Without the use tax, substantial tax dollars would be 
lost and local business would potentially suffer unduly under the 
operation of the sales tax. 
Numerous statutory provisions are designed to prevent 
multiple taxation on the same item. The statute also states that 
it is the intent of the legislature that there will be no 
pyramiding or duplicating of taxes under the sales and use tax 
law. Whenever in the construction, administration, or enforcement 
of the sales tax statute there 1s any question regarding a 
duplication of the tax, 1t 1s the leg1slat1ve Intent that the end 
consumer, or the last retail sale, 1s the sale intended to be 
taxed, and Insofar as may be practicable, there must be no 
duplication or pyramiding of the tax. 
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Against this backdrop. 
broadening of the sales and 
exemptions for sunset on July 1, 
the 1986 Legislature enacted a 
use tax base by scheduling certain 
1987. 
Chapter 86-166, Laws of Florida 
During its 1986 regular session, the legislature enacted 
Chapter 86-166, Laws of Florida, as a committee substitute for 
House Bill No. 1307. The title of Chapter 86-166, "An Act 
Relating to Sales Tax Exemptions:" accurately describes the 
contents of the act, stating its five principal components which 
are: 
1. providing for the repeal of certain tax exemptions; 
2. providing for taxing certain transactions; 
3. providing for the future repeal of certain sales tax 
exemptions; 
4. providing for the creation of a commission to review 
certain tax exemptions: and 
5. providing for legislative review. 
The method of review chosen by the Legislature was to create 
an interim commission composed of members of the House of 
Representatives and Senate and their appointees and the appointees 
of the Governor. The Commission's task is to review the public 
policy and fiscal impact of the exemptions and report to the 
legislative prior to the 1987 regular session with recommendations 
on retaining or modifying any of the exemptions or allowing the 
repeal to remain effective. 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission's scope of review is 
stated in section 9 of Chapter 86-166 which defines "exemption" to 
mean transactions specifically exempted from the sales tax as 
well as transactions not specifically taxed under the sales tax 
law. This, together with other provisions of the act removing 
certain exemptions for professional, insurance, and personal 
service transactions and providing for the taxation of "any 
service," effective July L 1987, made it clear that the 
Legislature directed the Commission to review the tax treatment of 
all services and well as enumerated non-service transactions. 
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The method of revlew chosen by the Commission was to take 
t•sttmony from affected parties at duly noticed public hearings 
based on the crlterla enumerated 1n Chapter 86-166. The criteria 
are: 
1. What 1s the economic impact of the exemption? Is there 
any evidence that: 
A. Addltlonal jobs were created? 
B. Businesses moved or expanded 1n Florida? 
c. The removal of the exemption would cause a loss 
in jobs or make business uncompet1tive? 
2. Does the exemption support other statutory policy 
(e.g., environmental or growth management laws)? 
3. Is the exemption consistent with state tax policy: 
A. Does it avoid double taxation? 
B. Does it make sales tax more regressive? 
4. Would the Legislature appropriate money to fund the 
exemption? 
5. Is granting a sales tax exemption the most efficient 
way to provide a more favored status for an industry or 
group? 
6. Are the reasons for granting an exemption still valid? 
7. Should an exemption be subject to periodic review or 
repeal? 




Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 1307 
An act relating to sales tax exemptions; amending ss. 
212.02, 212.031, 212.05, 212.06, 212.08, 212.12, 288.385, 
F.S.; repealing certain sales tax exemptions; providing 
for taxing certain transactions; providing for future 
repeal of ss. 212.031(5)-(8), 212.04(2)(a), 
212.08(5)(g),(h), (7)(d), (e), (f), (n), (o), (p), (q), 
(10), (11), (15), s. 212.096, F.S., relating to sales tax 
exemptions; creating a commission to review certain tax 
exemptions; providing for membership, staffing, and 
location of the commission; providing for travel and per 
diem expenses; providing for legislative review; 
providing an effective date. 
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida: 
Section 1. Paragraph (c) of subsection (3), and subsection (9), 
of section 212.02, Florida Statutes, are amended and, effective July 
1, 1987, subsection (4), paragraph (g) of subsection (6), subsection 
(16), and paragraph (h) of subsection (6) of said section, as amended 
by chapter 85-310, Laws of Florida, of said section are amended to 
read: 
212.02 Definitions.--The following terms and phras~s when used in 
this chapter have the meanings ascribed to them in this section, 
except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning: 
( 3) 
(c) The terms "retail sales," "sale at retail," "use," "storage," 
and "consumption" do not include materials, containers, labels, 
sacks, or bags intended to be used one time only for packaging 
tangible personal property for sale or in the process of providing a 
service taxable under this part, and do not include the sale, use, 
storage~ or consumption of industrial materials for future 
process1ng, manufacture, or conversion into articles of tangible 
personal property for resale when such industrial materials become a 
component or ingredient of the finished product. However, said terms 
include the sale, use, storage, or consumption of tangible personal 
property, including fuels, used and dissipated in fabricating, 
converting, or processing tangible personal property for sale. 
(4) "Sales price" means the total amount paid for tangible 
personal property, including any services that are a part of the 
sale, valued in money, whether paid in money or otherwise, and 
includes any amount for which credit is given to the purchaser by the 
seller, without any deduction therefrom on account of the cost of the 
property sold, the cost of materials used, labor or service cost, 
interest charged, losses, or any other expense whatsoever. "Sales 
price" also includes the consideration for a transaction which 
requires boeh labor or aftd material to alter, remodel, maintain, 
adjust, or repair tangible personal property. Trade-ins or discounts 
allowed and taken at the time of sale shall not be included within 
the purview of this subsection. 
(6) "Lease," "let," or "rental" means leasing or renting of 
living quarters or sleeping or housekeeping accommodations in hotels, 
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apartment houses, roominghouses, tourist or trailer camps and real 
property, the same being defined as follows: 
(g) "Lease," "let," or "rental" also means the leasing or rental 
of tangible personal property and the possession or use thereof by 
the lessee or rentee for a consideration, without transfer of the 
title of such property, except as expressly provided to the contrary 










(h) "Real property" means any interest in the surface of real 
property unless the property is: 
1. Assessed as agricultural property under s. 193.461. 
2. Used exclusively as dwelling units. 
3. Property subject to tax on parking, docking, or storage spaces 
under s. 212.0J(6). 
4.--Reerea~ionsi--preperty-or-the-eemmen-eiements-o£-a-eendomini~m 
te-the-extent-provided-in-s.-iii•83%tit• 
(9) "Business" means any activity engaged in by any person, or 
caused to be engaged in by him, with the object of private or public 
gain, benefit, or advantage, either direct or indirect. Except for 
the sales of any aircraft, boat, mobile home, or motor vehicle, the 
term "business" shall not be construed in this chapter to include 
occasional or isolated sales or transactions involving tangible 
personal property by a person who does not hold himself out as 
engaged in business, but includes other charges for the sale or 
rental of tangible personal property, sales of services taxable under 
this part, sales of or charges of admiss1on, commun1cat1on serv1ces, 
all rentals and leases of living quarters, other than low-rent 
housing operated under chapter 421, sleeping or housekeeping 
accommodations in hotels, apartment houses, roominghouses, tourist or 
trailer camps, and all rentals of real property, other than low-rent 
housing operated under chapter 421, all leases or rentals of parking 
lots or garages for motor vehicles, docking or storage spaces for 
boats in boat docks or marinas as defined in this chapter and made 
subject to a tax imposed by this chapter. Any tax on such sales, 
charges, rentals, admissions, or other transactions made subject to 
the tax imposed by this chapter shall be collected by the state, 
county, municipality, any political subdivision, agency, bureau, or 
department, or other state or local governmental instrumentality in 
the same manner as other dealers, unless specifically exempted by 
this chapter. 
(16) The term "admissions" means and includes the net sum of 
money after deduction of any federal taxes for admitting a person or 
vehicle or persons to any place of amusement, sport, or recreation or 
for the privilege of entering or staying in any place of amusement, 
sport, or recreation, including, but not limited to, theaters, 
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outdoor theaters, shows, exhibitions, games, races, or any place 
where charge is made by way of sale of tickets, gate charges, seat 
charges, box charges, season pass charges, cover charges, greens 
fees, participation fees, entrance fees, or other fees or receipts of 
anything of value measured on an admission or entrance or length of 
stay or seat box accommodations in any place where there is any 
exhibition, amusement, sport, or recreation, and all dues paid to 
private clubs providing recreational facilities, including but not 





Revefttte--€ode--or--%9547 --es-emeftded7 -to-%±ve-perrormenees-or-ba%%et; 
defteey-or-ehora%-perrormeneesy--eoneerts--t±nstrttmefttal--aftd--voee%t; 
p%eys--tw±th--and-withottt-mtts±et;-operasy-and-readin9s;-oeeen-se±eftee 
eenters;--mttsettms--or--seienee7 --histor±ea%--mttsettms7 --botaftiee%--aftd 
zoo%o9iee%---9erdensy---and---exh±bitions-~or--peifttift9ST--sett%ptttre; 
photo9rephyy-aftd-9reph±e-end-ereft-arts. 
Section 2. Effective July 1, 1987, paragraph (a) of subsection 
(1) of section 212.031, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapter 85-
310, Laws of Florida, is amended to read: 
212.031 Lease or rental of real property.--
(l)(a) It is declared to be the legislative intent that every 
person is exercising a taxable privilege who engages in the business 
of renting, leasing, or letting any real property unless such 
property is: 
1. Assessed as agricultural property under s. 193.461. 
2. Used exclusively as dwelling units. 
3. Property subject to tax on parking, docking, or storage spaces 









Section 3. Paragraph (i) is added to subsection (1) of section 
212.05, Florida Statutes, and effective July 1, 1987, paragraphs (a) 
and (c) of said subsection are amended and paragraph (j) is added to 
said subsection to read: 
212.05 Sales, storage, use tax.--It is hereby declared to be the 
legislative intent that every person is exercising a taxable 
privilege who engages in the business of selling tangible personal 
property at retail in this state, or who rents or furnishes any of 
the things or services taxable under this chapter, or who stores for 
use or consumption in this state any item or article of tangible 
personal property as defined herein and who leases or rents such 
property within the state. 
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(1) For the exercise of such privilege, a tax is levied on each 
taxable transaction or incident, which tax is due and payable as 
follows: 
(a)l.a7 At the rate of 5 percent of the sales price of each item 
or article of tangible personal property when sold at retail in this 
state, computed on each taxable sale for the purpose of remitting the 
amount of tax due the state, and including each and every retail 
sale. 
2.b7 Each occasional or isolated sale of an aircraft, boat, or 
mobiie home, or motor vehicle of a class or type which is required to 
be registered, licensed, titled, or documented in this state or by 
the United States Government shall be subject to tax at the rate 
provided in this paragraph. The department shall, by rule, adopt the 
NADA Official Used Car Guide as the reference price list for any used 
motor vehicle which is required to be licensed pursuant to s. 
320.08(1), (2), (3)(a), (b), (c), or (f), or (9). If any party to an 
occasional or isolated sale of such-a vehicle reports to the tax 
collector a sales price which is less than 80 percent of the average 
loan price for the specified model and year of such vehicle as listed 
in the most recent reference price list, the tax levied under this 
paragraph shall be computed by the department on such average loan 
price unless the parties to the sale have provided to the tax 
collector an affidavit, signed by each party, or other substantial 
proof stating the actual sales price. Any party to such sale who 
reports a sales price less than the actual sales price is guilty of a 
misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 
775.083. The department shall collect or attempt to collect from 
such party any delinquent sales taxes. In addition, such party shall 
pay any tax due and any penalty and interest assessed, plus a 
mandatory penalty of not less than $500, or an amount equal to 100 
percent of the tax, whichever is greater. For purposes of this 
subparagraph s~b-s~b~ara9ra~h, an occasional or isolated sale is one 


























(c) At the rate of 5 percent of the gross proceeds derived from 
the lease or rental of tangible personal property, as defined herein, 
except the rental of motion-picture film when an admission is charged 
for viewing such film aftd-exeep~-~he--±ease--or--reft~ai--o£--a--mo~or 
~ehie±e--~o--ofte--±essee--o~--reft~ee-£or-a-period-o£-fto~-±eee-~haft-i% 
moft~hs-wheft-~ax-was-paid-oft-~he-aeqttisi~ioft-o£-etteh--~ehie±e--by--~he 
±essor7 when the lease or rental of such property is an established 
business or part of an established business or the same is incidental 
or germane to such business. 
(j) At the rate of 5 percent of the consideration for performing 
or providing any service. 
Section 4. Paragraph (a) of subsection 
Florida Statutes, is amended, paragraph (k) is 
(2) of said section and, effective July 1, 
subsection (1) and paragraph (a) of subsection 
are amended, to read: 
(1) of section 212.06, 
added to subsection 
1987, paragraph (b) of 
(5) of said section 
212.06 Sales, storage, 
"dealer" defined; dealers to 
intent as to scope of tax.--
use tax; collectible from dealers; 
collect from purchasers; legislative 
(l)(a) The aforesaid tax at the rate of 5 percent of the retail 
sales price as of the moment of sale, 5 percent of the cost price as 
of the moment of purchase, or 5 percent of the cost price as of the 
moment of commingling with the general mass of property in this 
state, as the case may be, shall be collectible from all dealers as 
herein defined on the sale at retail, the use, the consumption, the 
distribution, and the storage for use or consumption in this state of 
tangible personal property or services taxable under this part. The 
full amount of the tax on a credit sale, installment sale, or sale 
made on any kind of deferred payment plan shall be due at the moment 
of the transaction in the same manner as on a cash sale. 
(b) Except as otherwise provided, any person who manufactures, 
produces, compounds, processes, or fabricates in any manner tangible 
personal property for his own use shall pay a tax upon the cost of 
the product manufactured, produced, compounded, processed, or 
fabricated without any deduction therefrom on accou11" of the cost of 
material used, labor or service costs, or transportation charges, 
notwithstanding the provisions of s. 212.02(5) defining "cost price." 
However, the tax levied under this paragraph shall not be imposed 
upon any person who manufactures or produces electrical power or 
energy, steam energy, or other energy, when such power or energy is 
used directly and exclusively in the operation of machinery or 
equipment that is used to manufacture, process, compound, produce, 
fabricate, or prepare for shipment tangible personal property for 
sale or to operate pollution control equipment, maintenance 
equipment, or monitoring or control equipment used in such 
operations. The manufacturing or production of electrical power or 
energy that is used for space heating, lighting, office equipment, or 
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air conditioning or any other nonmanufacturing, nonprocessing, 
noncompounding, nonproducing, nonfabricating, or nonshipping activity 
is taxable. Electrical power or energy consumed or dissipated in the 
transmission or distribution of electrical power or energy for resale 











k erson who rovides or erforms a 
taxable 
(5)(a) It is not the intention of this chapter to levy a tax upon 
tangible personal property imported, produced, or manufactured in 
this state for export, provided that tangible personal property may 
not be considered as being imported, produced, or manufactured for 
export unless the importer, producer, or manufacturer delivers the 
same to a licensed exporter for exporting or to a common carrier for 
shipment outside the state or mails the same by United States mail to 
a destination outside the state; or, in the case of aircraft being 
exported under their own power to a destination outside the 
continental limits of the United States, by submission to the 
department of a duly signed and validated United States customs 
declaration, showing the departure of the aircraft from the 
continental United States; and further with respect to aircraft, the 
canceled United States registry of said aircraft; or in the case of 
parts and equipment installed on aircraft of foreign registry, by 
submission to the department of documentation, the extent of which 
shall be provided by rule, showing the departure of the aircraft from 
the continental United States; nor is it the intention of this 
chapter to levy a tax on red±e-e"d-eeiev±s±e"-breedeese±"gT-er any 
sale which the state is prohibited from taxing under the Constitution 
or laws of the United States. Every retail sale made to a person 
physically present at the time of sale shall be presumed to have been 
delivered in this state. 
Section 5. Subsection (1) and paragraph (d) of subsection (7) of 
section 212.08, Florida Statutes, are amended, paragraph (c) of 
subsection (2) of said section is renumbered as paragraph (d) and new 
paragraph (c) is added to said subsection, and, effective July 1, 
1987, paragraph (a) of subsection (2), and subsections (6) and (13) 
of said section are amended to read: 
212.08 Sales, rental, use, consumption, distribution, and storage 
tax; specified exemptions.--The sale at retail, the rental, the use, 
the consumption, the distribution, and the storage to be used or 
consumed in this state of the following are hereby specifically 
exempt from the tax imposed by part I of this chapter. 
(1) EXEMP'l'LONS; UENEHAL GROCEIHES.--There are exempt from the tax 
imposed by this chapter food and drinks for human consumption except 
e"d candy7-btte-o"~y-whe"-ehe-pr±ee-et-wh±eh-s~eh-ee"dy-is-se%d-is-~5 
ee"es-or-iess. Unless the exemption provided by paragraph (7)(b) for 
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school lunches, paragraph (7)(c) for meals to certain patients or 
inmates, or paragraph (7)~t~t for meals provided by certain 
nonprofit organizations pertains, none of such items of food or 
drinks means: 
(a) Food or drinks served, prepared, or sold in or by 
restaurants; drugstores; lunch counters; cafeterias; hotels; 
amusement parks; racetracks; taverns; concession stands at arenas, 
auditoriums, carnivals, fairs, stadiums, theaters, or other like 
places of business; or by any business or place required by law to be 
licensed by the Division of Hotels and Restaurants of the Department 
of Business Regulation, except bakery products sold in or by pastry 
shops, doughnut shops, or like establishments for consumption off the 
premises; 
(b) Foods and drinks sold ready for immediate consumption from 
vending machines, pushcarts, motor vehicles, or any other form of 
vehicle; 
(c) Soft drinks, which include, but are not limited to, any 
nonalcoholic beverage; any preparation or beverage commonly referred 
to as a "soft drink"; or any noncarbonated drink made from milk 
derivatives or tea, when sold in cans or similar containers. The 
term "soft drink" does not include: natural fruit or vegetable 
juices or their concentrates or reconstituted natural concentrated 
fruit or vegetable juices, whether frozen or unfrozen, dehydrated, 
powdered, granulated, sweetened or unsweetened, seasoned with salt or 
spice, or unseasoned; coffee or coffee substitutes; tea except when 
sold in containers as provided herein; cocoa; products intended to be 
mixed with milk, or natural fluid milk; 
(d) Foods or drinks cooked or prepared 
and sold ready for immediate consumption 
premises, excluding bakery products for 
unless such foods are taxed under paragraph 
on the seller's premises 
either on or off the 
off-premise consumption 
(a) or paragraph (b); or 
(e) Sandwiches sold ready for immediate consumption. 
For the purposes of this subsection, "seller's premises" shall be 
construed broadly, and means, but is not limited to, the lobby, 
aisle, or auditorium of a theater, the seating, aisle, or parking 
area of an arena, rink, or stadium, or the parking area of a drive-in 
or outdoor theater. The premises of a caterer with respect to 
catered meals or beverages shall be the place where such meals or 
beverages are served. 
(2) EXEMPTIONS, MEDICAL.--
(a) There shall be exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter 
any product, supply, or medicine dispensed in a retail establishment 
by a pharmacist licensed by the state, according to an individual 
prescription or prescriptions written by a practitioner of the 
healing arts licensed by the state; hypodermic needles; hypodermic 
syringes; chemical compounds and test kits used for the diagnosis or 
treatment of human disease, illness, or injury; and common household 
remedies recommended and generally sold for internal or external use, 
in the cure, mitigation, treatment, or prevention of illness or 
disease in human beings, but not including cosmetics or toilet 
artic~es, notwithstanding the presence of medicinal ingredients 
there1n, according to a list prescribed and approved by the 
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Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, which list shall be 
certified to the Department of Revenue from time to time and included 
in the rules promulgated by the Department of Revenue. There shall 
also be exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter artificial eyes 
and limbs; prescription eyeglasses and items incidental thereto or 
which become a part thereof; dentures; hearing aids; crutches; 
prosthetic and orthopedic appliancesr--£emiftifte--ny~iene-prod~ets 7 
ine%~din~,-b~t-not-%imited--to;--sanitary--paftties 7 --san±tary--be%ts 7 
sanitary-nap~±ns;-and-eamponsr and funerals. Funeral directors shall 
pay tax on all tangible personal property used by them in their 
business. 
this 
(6) EXEMPTIONS; POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS, COMMUNICATIONS.--There 
are also exempt from the tax imposed by this chapter sales made to 
the United States Government, the state, or any county, municipality, 
or political subdivision of this state; provided this exemption does 
not include sales of tangible personal property made to contractors 
employed either directly or as agents of any such government or 
political subdivision thereof when such tangible personal property 
goes into or becomes a part of public works owned by such government 
or political subdivision thereof, except public works in progress or 
for which bonds or revenue certificates have been validated on or 
before August l, 1959; and further provided this exemption does not 
include sales, rental, use, consumption, or storage for use in any 
political subdivision or municipality in this state of machines and 
equipment and parts and accessories therefor used in the generation, 
transmission, or distribution of electrical energy by systems owned 
and operated by a political subdivision in this state except sales, 
rental, use, consumption, or storage for which bonds or revenue 
certificates are validated on or before January 1, 1973, for 
transmission or distribution expansion. Likewise exempt are 







1. Also exempted are professional, 
transactions which involve sales as 
which no separate charges are made. 
s. 212.05(l)(i) shall not be included 
insurance, or personal service 
inconsequential elements for 
However, services taxable under 
1n th1s exempt1on. 
2. The above-exempted personal service transactions do not exempt 
the sale of information services involving the furnishing of printed, 
mimeographed, or multigraphed matter, or matter duplicating written 
or printed matter in any other manner, other than professional 
services and services of employees, agents, or other persons acting 
in a representative or fiduciary capacity or information services 
furnished to newspapers and radio and television stations. The term 
"information services" means and includes the services of collecting, 
compiling, or analyzing information of any kind or nature and 
furnishing reports thereof to other persons. 
2 l 
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(13) No transactions shall be exempt from the tax imposed by this 
chapter except those expressly exempted herein. Bxee~e--£or--s~ 
4i3~9i 7 All s~ee~a±-or-~eftera% laws granting tax exemptions, to the 
extent they may be inconsistent or in conflict with this chapter, 
including, but not limited to, the following designated laws, shall 
yield to and be superseded by the provisions of this subsection: ss. 
125.019, 153.76, 154.2331, 159.50, 159.15, 159.31, 159.708, 163.385, 
16J.395, 215,76, 243.33, 258.14, 315.11, 3%3~%5f6TT 348.65, 348.762, 
349.13, 374.132, 403.1834, 616.07, 623.09, 637.131, and 637.291 and 
the following Laws of Florida, acts of the year indicated: s. 31, 
ch. 30843, 1955; s. 19, ch. 30845, 1955; s. 12, ch. 30927, 1955; s. 
8, ch. 31179, 1955; s. 15, ch. 31263, 1955; s. 13, ch. 31343, 1955; 
s. 16, ch. 59-1653; s. 13, ch. 59-1356; s. 12, ch. 61-2261; s. 19, 
ch. 61-2754; s. 10, ch. 61-2686; s. 11, ch. 63-1643; s. 11, ch. 65-
1274; s. 16, ch. 67-1446; and s. 10, ch. 67-1681. 
Section 6. Effective July 1, 1987, subsection (13) of section 
288.385, Florida Statutes, is amended to read: 
288.385 International currency and barter exchanges.--
(13) The exchange formed under the provisions of this section 
shall not be subject to any state or local taxes or fees which are 
measured by income7-eraftsaee~oft-amo~fteST or gross receipts, nor shall 
such exchange be required to report in respect to such income or 
transactions under state law and local law. Nothing in this 
subsection shall be construed to give any member of the exchange any 
tax exemption. The exemption granted by this subsection does not 
apply to any tax imposed under ~are--ff--o£ chapter 212 or under 
chapter 220. 
Section 7. Subsection (1) of section 212.12, Florida Statutes, is 





credit for collecting tax; penalties for 
of Department of Revenue in dealing with 
applicable to taxable transactions; records 
(1) For the purpose of compensating the lessors of real and 
personal property taxed hereunder, for the purpose of compensating 
dealers in tangible personal property, for the purpose of 
com ensatin dealers rovidin taxable services, and for the purpose 
o compensat1ng owners of places where adm1ssions are collected, as 
compensation for the keeping of prescribed records and the proper 
accounting and remitting of taxes by them, such seller, lessor, 
dealer, and owner shall be allowed 3 percent of the amount of the tax 
due and accounted for and remitted to the department, in the form of 
a deduction in submitting his report and paying the amount due by 
him; and the department shall allow such deduction of 3 percent of 
the amount of the tax to the person paying the same for remitting the 
tax in the manner herein provided, for paying the amount due to be 
paid by him, and as further compensation to dealers in tangible 
personal property for the keeping of prescribed records and for 
collection of taxes and remitting the same. However, if the amount 
of the tax due and remitted to the department for the reporting 
period exceeds $1,000, the 3-percent allowance shall be reduced to 1 
percent for all amounts in excess of $1,000. 
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(a) The collection allowance 
deduction be permitted, if the tax 
payment. 
may not be granted, nor may any 
is delinquent at the time of 
(b) The Department of Revenue may reduce the collection allowance 
by 10 percent or $50, whichever is less, if a taxpayer files an 
incomplete return. 
1. An "incomplete return" is, for purposes of this chapter, a 
return which is lacking such uniformity, completeness, and 
arrangement that the physical handling, verification, or review of 
the return may not be readily accomplished. 
2. The department shall adopt rules requiring such information as 
it may deem necessary to ensure that the tax levied hereunder is 
properly collected, reviewed, compiled, and enforced, including, but 
not limited to: the amount of gross sales; the amount of taxable 
sales; the amount of tax collected or due; the amount of lawful 
refunds, deductions, or credits claimed; the amount claimed ag the 
dealer's collection allowance; the amount of penalty and interest; 
the amount due with the return; and such other information as the 
Department of Revenue may specify. 
Section 8. Subsections (5), (6), (7), and (8) of section 212.031, 
Florida Statutes, paragragh (a) of subsection (2) of section 212.04, 
Florida Statutes, paragraphs (d), (e), (f), (n), (o), (p), and (q) of 
subsection (7), and subsections (10) and (11) of section 212.08, 
Florida Statutes, and section 212.096, Florida Statutes, and 
paragraphs (g) and (h) of subsection (5) and subsection (15) of 
section 212.08, Florida Statutes, as amended by chapters 84-356 and 
85-342, Laws of Florida, are repealed July 1, 1987. 
Section 9. (1) For the purposes of this section, the term 
"exemption" means transactions specifically· exempted from the tax 
imposed in part I of chapter 212, Florida Statutes, and transactions 
not specifically taxed in that part. 
(2) Before October 1, 1986, a commission shall be established 
consisting of eight members appointed by the President of the Senate 
including at least three members of the Senate; eight members 
appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives including at 
least three members of the House of Representatives; five members 
appointed by the Governor. Commission members shall elect a 
chairman. The commission shall meet at the call of the chairman. 
Members of the commission shall not receive any compensation for 
serving on the commission but shall be reimbursed for travel and per 
diem expenses pursuant to s. 112.061, Florida Statutes. The 
commission shall be staffed by an executive director and other 
personnel who shall be appointed by the commission and who shall be 
exempt from the provisions of part II of chapter 110, Florida 
Statutes, relating to the Career Service System. The commission 
shall be assigned, for administrative purposes, to the Executive 
Office of the Governor. The Executive Office of the Governor and 
each state agency shall provide assistance when requested by the 
commission. Additionally, the commission shall be authorized to 
employ staff and consultants as necessary to fulfill its 
responsibilities. 
(3)(a) The commission shall review the public policy and fiscal 
impact of exemptions from the sales tax and shall report to the 
Legislature prior to the 1987 regular session on the exemptions 
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repealed by this act. The report shall contain recommendations on 
retaining or modifying any of these exemptions, or allowing the 
repeal to remain effective. These exemptions shall be evaluated 
using the following criteria: 
1. What is the economic impact of the exemption? Is there any 
evidence that: 
a. Additional jobs were created? 
b. Businesses moved to or expanded in Florida? 
c. The removal of the exemption would cause a coss in jobs or 
make the business uncompetitive? 
2. Does the exemption support other statutory policy (e.g., 
environmental or growth management laws)? 
3. Is the exemption consistent with state tax policy: 
a. Does it avoid double taxation? 
b. Does it make the sales tax more regressive? 
4. Would the Legislature appropriate money to fund the exemption? 
5. Is granting a sales tax exemption the most erficient way to 
provide a more favored status for an industry or group? 
6. Are the reasons for granting an exemption still valid? 
7. Should an exemption be subject to periodic review or repeal? 
(b) Furthermore, the commission shall examine the applicability 
of the use tax and the definition of the tax base of certain service 
industries, shall review exemptions from the cigarette tax under s. 
210.05, Florida Statutes, and shall include its recommendations in 
the report submitted pursuant to paragraph (a). 
{4) Prior to the 1988 regular session of the Legislature, the 
commission shall, using the criteria listed under pardgraph (3)(a), 
evaluate all remaining exemptions from the tax imposed under part I 
of chapter 212, Florida Statutes, and submit a report to the 
Legislature. 
Section 10. Except as otherwise provided herein, this act shall 
take effect July 1, 1986, or upon becoming a law, whLchever occurs 
later. 
Approved by the Governor June 30, 1986. 
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 30, 1986. 
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Cash Recet pts 
1988-89e 
Addi tnal General Addi tnal Genar al 
Non-Service Sunsetted Exemptions 
Port 8t Airport Facilities of Chartltr Countie!i 
Health Facility Authority Projects 
Industrial Devalopfi'Nint Authoriti&>C Projects 
Research &: Development Authorities Projects <•) 
RR Mileage &: Per Diem Charges for Fr-eight Cars 
Adm. to Cultural Events of 170(c) Organizations 
Fishing Boat Admissions 
Condo Recreation Facility Lease• 
Shopping Center Merchant Association Fees 
Convention &c Trade Show Subleases 
Agricultural Fair Assn./Midway Operator Leases 
Concessionaire Rentals in Hovi e theaters 
Admissions to School, HRS &: Correc:t.ional Fac:ilit.y Events 
Admission Charges - Non-profit Organizations undttr 501 (c) (3) 
Requtred Student Admission Charges 
NFL Championship Games <Super Bowl ) 
Boats Sold to Non-Florida Residents or Repaired &: Removed from F 
Long-Term Auto Leases when Lessor Purchased &.: Paid Tax 
Motion Picture/Video In-House Fabrication Labor 
Factory Built Buildings - Labor &: Overhead Expenses 
Ch-3.rges Associated with Radio & TV Broadcasting (see 212.08(6)) 
Femin1ne Hygiene Products 
Enterprise Zone Building Materials 
Enterprise Zone Business Property 
Radio & T.V. Services (Advertising) 
Media Sales - Newspapers 
Media Sales - Magazine Subscriptions 
Equipment &: Supplies of Volunteer Fire Fighter Oepts. 
Resource Recovery Equipment Operated by or for Counties or Citie 
Solar Energy Devices 
State Theater Program Facilities - Admissions &: Purchases 
Automobiles Sold to Non-Florida Residents (Partial) 
Flyable Aircraft Sold for Use Outside Florida <Partial) 
10% Dealer Collection Allowance on Flyable Aircraft 
Enterprise Zone Electrical Energy 
Enterprise Zone Jobs Credit 
International Currency & Barter Exchanges 
Facil. F1nanced w/State Bonds for Water, Polln. & Waste DiSpl. 
Revenue Bond Financed Facilities 
Industrial Development Projec:ts 
Community Redevelopment &: Revenue Bonds 
Community Redevelopment Property 
State or State Agency Bonds 
Higher Education Facilities Authorities 




































































































































































































































































Notes: ESTIMATES ASSUME REGISTRATION EFFORT BEGINS NO LATER THAN 4/15/8-:-'. 
Insignificant ($5m,000 or less) 
Super Bowl in 1990: :S0.4m 
s See Service Industry Listing for Estimate. 
t Alr·eady taxable 
# Estimate included in preceeding 1 ina~ 
FISCAL IMPACT OF CH. 86-166, L.F. 








Business Type Additnal General 
Revenue 





































































Publishing to: PrintinQ - Ne~o~spaper Advertising 
Publishing & Printing - Periodical It: Misc. Advt. 
Radio & Television Broadcasting Clncl. Advertising) 
Banking Services 
Non-bank Financing Institutions 
Security and Commodity Brokers 
Insurance Carriers 
Insurance Agents and Brokers 
Real Estate Agent Services 
Beauty and Barber Shops 
Reducing Salons, Tax Preparation, etc. 
Advertising Agency Services 
Credit and Collection Agencies 
Cleaning and Pest Control 
Employment Services, Temporary Help lk Personnel Supply 
Computer and Data Processing 
Research & Development Labs 
ManagE>ment Consulting&: Public Relations Services 
Detective, Burglar Protection &: Other Protection Svcs 
Testing Laboratories & Facilities 
Telephone Ans., Interior Design & Misc. Business Svca 
Auto Tawing and Other Non-repair Services 
Motion Picture Production, Distrib. & Services 




Chiropractors, Optometrists & Other Health Practioners 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 
Hospital Services 
Medical and Dental Labs 
Outpatient Care Faclltties 
Other Health and Allied Services 
Leg a 1 Services 
Educational Institutions - Not for Profit 
Educational Institutions - For Profit 
Sac Serv, Job Train, Chid &: Adult Care - Not for Profit 
Soc Serv, Job Train, Chld &: Adult Care - For Profit 
Professional Organizations (*) 
Engineering, Architectural, and Surveying 
Accounting, Auditing &: Bookkeeping 
Other Services 
Forestry Services 
Metal Mining Servtces 
Oil & Gas F1eld Servtces 
Non-metallic Non-fuel Minerals Servic•s 
Contractors, General, Residential 
Contractors, General, Non-residential 
Contractors, General, Non-building 
Construction, Special Trade Contractors 
Servtc:e Industries for the Printing Trade 
Railroad Transportation (**> 
Local 1!..: Suburban Bus Transportation 
Taxicabs 
lnterci ty Bus Transportation 
Charter Bus Transportation 
Motor Freight Transportation 
Public: Warehousing 
Water Transportation 
Air Transportation '**) 
Pipelines 
Freight Forwarding 
Arrangement of Transportation <incl. Travel Agents) 
RR Vehicle Rental &: Incidental Transp. Services 
Sewage &: Garbage Call ect ion Services 
Holding and Other Investment Offices 
Service Transactions Between Affi 1 iated Corporations(#) 












































































































































Total All Services •••..••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 2,250.4 2,032.1 
Total Non-service Exemptions.............................. 100.3 90.5 
GRAND TOTAL................................................ 2,350.6 2,122. 7 
Subtotal: All Medical &: Health Services 
Subtotal: Consideration for Loans 
Subtotal: Advertising Charges 
Subtotal: All Construction Services 
Subtotal: All Transportation Services 
Addl. Data: Exmptn for Svcs to Entities w/o Fla Nexus 
Addl. Data: Use Tax on Services 
Addl. Datal Net Inbound/Outbound ll'lpact 



















ESTIMATES ASSUME REGISTRATION EFFORT BEGINS NO LATER THAN APRIL 15, 1987. 
Notes: <*) Estimate e~cludes labor unions, political clubs & religious organizations. 
<**) Taxation of charges for passenger transportation preempted by federal law. 































































































































































Caution; Chapter 216, F.S., requires that estimates be based on the assumption of 'current law and 
current administrative practices.· At this point, however, no administrative determination 
has been made on the exact meaning of the terllt 'any service' as it is used in Ch. 86-166, L.F. 
The service categories on which these estimates are based represent a broad interpretation 
of the meaning of that term. To the extent tha.t some categories included herein are eventually 




































































































































































SECTION 2: PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY 
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PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission held its 
organizational meeting on December 1, 1986 and elected Mr. Randy 
Miller Chairman and Ms. Martha Barnett Vice Chairman. A meeting 
schedule was established for the Commission to receive public 
testimony relating to the sales tax exemptions and to provide a 
time line that would permit the Commission to make its 
recommendations to the 1987 Legislature as prescribed in Chapter 
86-166, Laws of Florida. 
Commission Structure 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission was specifically 
structured to bring a broad range of perspectives to the review 
process. Of the twenty-one members, the State is geographically 
represented by five members from North Florida, ten members from 
Central Florida, five members from South Florida, and one member 
from out-of-state. 
The Commission has a significant mix of members from 
government, private industry, business, and constituency groups. 
The membership includes at least one member from the following 
occupations: attorney, accountant, corporate executive, lobbyist, 
government employee, publisher, business owner, and consultant. 
The Commission also has four state Senators and three state 
Representatives as members. 
The appointments to the Commission were made as follows: 
* 
* 
Five (5) appointments by the Governor 
Eight (8) by the President of the Senate of whom three 
(3) were to be members of the Senate 




of whom three (3) 
of 
were 
the House of 
to be members of 
The list of Commission members by appointing entity is 
listed ln Appendix B-1. The Commlsslon hired an Executive 
Director, and 1s administratively aligned with the Executive 
Offlce of the Governor. The Commlsslon received staff support for 
research and clerical needs from the Department of Revenue, the 
Department of Commerce, and the Executive Office of the Governor. 
28 
The Information Gathering Process 
The information gathering process of the Commission can be 
grouped as follows: consultant reports, staff materials, public 
testimony, and correspondence. 
Two primary consultants' reports were commissioned by the 
Department of Revenue and made available to the Commission: a 
legal study of Chapter 86-166 prepared by Dr. Walter Hellerstein 
and a pricing study to aid in the sales tax revenue estimating 
process which was prepared by Coopers and Lybrand. 
Additionally, the Commission was provided copies of 
consultant studies prepared for individuals or business groups 
affected by Chapter 86-166. These materials are included 1n the 








support materials lnclude sales tax revenue estimates, 
articles of relevance, comments from the Department of 
on various industries and exemptions, information and 
prepared by staff. reports from other sources, and 
specifically requested by members of the Commission. 
of support materials provided to the Commission are 
in Appendix B-2. 
Sales tax revenue estimates provided by the Department of 
Revenue's Office of Research and the Revenue Estimating Conference 
were constructed using the Standard Industry Classification 
(S.I.C.) Codes as the skeletal structure for forecasting. For 
purposes of consistency, and to provide a more streamlined review 
process, the Commission established testimony schedules using the 




to the enormity of the sunset in terms of affected 
and businesses, the Commission adopted stringent 
guidelines to provide the most complete information 
for the benefit of the Commission and the affected 
Essentially these guidelines requlred that written 






the Commission could adequately understand and review points 
raised in the testimony; to enable members of the Commission not 
present at the time of the oral presentation to have the benefit 
of the information provided without interpretation; and to provide 
the testifiers with a vehicle to detail the important points 
relating to their arguments unrestricted by the time limits on 
oral testimony. The testimony guidelines are presented in 
Appendix B-4. 
In order to ensure that public testimony was solicited from 
as broad a base as possible. the Sales Tax Exemption Study 
Commission published its meeting schedules in the Florida 
Administrative Wee~ly at least ten days prior to the scheduled 
meetings and maintained an official mailing 11st of interested 
parties to whom all meeting notices were mailed. All interested 
parties were encouraged to communicate with the Commission either 
through public testimony, written testimony, and/or letters in 
order to provide the Commission with the largest possible body of 
information on which to base its recommendations. 
The schedule of individuals testifying on non-service related 
exemptions is presented in Appendix B-5 organized by Florida 
Statute reference. The schedule of individuals testifying on 
service exemptions is presented in Appendix B-6 and is organized 
by S.I.C. Code reference in numeric order. 
Correspondence received by the Commission is grouped into 
three primary categories: resolutions, petitions, and general 





Appointed by the Governor 
Randy Miller 




102 Carlton Bldg., Tallahassee, Fla. 32399-0100 
PL01 the Capitol, Tallahassee, Fla. 32301 
Southeast Financial Center, Suite 2700, Miami, Fla. 33131-2362 
Suite E, 410 N. Halifax Dr., Daytona Beach, Fla.32018 
Suite 300, 550 N. Rid St., Tampa, Fla. 32609 
Appointed by the Senate 
Sen. Gwen Margolis 
Sen. Bob Crawford 
Sen. Bob Johnson 





Appointed by the House 
Rep. Jim Burke 
Rep. Sam Bell 







13899 Biscayne Blvd., N. Miami Beach, Fla. 33181 
P.O. Box 9445, Winter Haven, Fla. 33883 
27 South Orange Ave., Sarasota, Fla. 33577 
1300 Pinetree Dr., Indian Harbour Beach, Fla. 32937 
150 Alhambra Place, W. Palm Beach, Fla. 33405 
1 Herald Plaza, Miami, Fla. 33101 
152 8th Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540 
222 West Pensacola St., Tallahassee, Fla. 32301 
710 N.W. 62nd St., Miami, Fla. 33150 
P.O. Box 191, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32015 
345 S. Washington Ave., Titusville, Fla. 32796 
P.O. Drawer 810, Tallahassee, Fla. 32302 
P.O. Box 15508, Gainesville, Fla. 32604 
P.O. Box 561054, Orlando, Fla. 32856 
P.O. Box 105605, Atlanta, Ga. 30348-5605 
P.O. Box 1876, Tallahassee, Fla. 32302 
* Steve Uhlfelder resigned from the Commission 12-17-86 and Senator Deratany 
was appointed. 













Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission 
Meeting and Testimony Schedule 
Location of Meeting Purpose of Meeting 
Tallahassee Organizational meeting 
Tallahassee Public Testimony 
Tallahassee Public Testimony 
Tallahassee Public Testimony 
Tallahassee Public Testimony 
Orlando Public Testimony 
M1aa1 Public Testimony 
Tallahassee Deliberation and Vote 




Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission 
Staff Materials Bibliography 
REPORTS: 
Co~t_ang_Pr~tng_£har~~t~cl~t!~~f-§2~£1i1~lngYLtries_ln 
:t_he Stat~-~f-El~ri~~· Coopers and Lybrand, November, 1986. 
Interstate Bus 1 !l!.~LLo~a t !.~n~l-1!!.~1~12.!!.~-!.ng_:t.b.~ Effect .,2f 
the Sales Tax Structure on ~(ter-t!.K=R~t~~~f=Rtturn_~f 
H!.!lufactuc!.ng_[!.~~· (a worktng paper and b1bl1oqraphy) 
Ku~ to _[l~cl1.!..:...!._E~tY.c!._:_ __ !Llnn!.ng_tn._!.S.o•e~t!.n_W.~.!.. 
The Final Report of the State Comprehensive Plan Committee 
to the State of Florida, February. 1987. 
l!!.9~L§tugy_~f__[l~clf!~.:_!._~!.l!.!._I~K-~!1-~~CY!.£!.!..!.. Walter 
Hellerstetn; Prentiss Willson. Jr.; Horr1son & Foerster, 
January, 1987. 
Rev 1 ta l!.tl!lSL~t!.t!.Jc o nQ..!!l!.!.L_A_R~Ya~-of §t!. t e !co nom 1 £. 
Development Policies and PrQ.gr:A!l!.• Marianne K. Clarke, 
Center for Polley Research and Analysts, National Governor's 
Association 
PERIODICAL ARTICLES: 
.. Broadening the Sales Tax Base: Answering One Question 
Leads to Others'', Robert A. P1erce and Carol D. Peacock, 
F 1 ~r 1 d~_St !.t!..J!n!.Y!.C!.!.:t.Lb!.~_R!.Yl~~, Vo 1 ume 14 : 463 · 
'"Business Investment and Tax Polley: A Perspective on 
Existing Models and Empirical Results .. , National Tax 
JOYI:.n!.l• June. 1986. 
'"Florida is Third in Nation tn Creat1n9 Employment'", §~ 
Petersburg_!.!.!:!!.!.!.• Nove11lber 24, 198·6. 
'"Florida 1 s New • Income 1 Tax•~, Jouph W. Jacobs, Florida 
State U n !.Y!.C!..!.:t.Y_l!!.l!L.R!.Yl!:~. Vo 1 uJN 14 : 491. 
'"Jobs and Taxes: The Effect of Bu.sin .. ess Climate on States' 
Employment Growth Rates", Michael Wasylenko and Therese 
McGuire, National Tax Journal. December 1985. 
APPENDIX B-3 (continued) 
Staff Materials Bibliography 
PERIODICAL ARTICLES: (continued) 
"The Lagged Impact of State and Local Taxes on Economic 
Activity and Political Behavior", Bruce L Benson and Ronald 
N. Johnson, g~QnQml~_lng~lCY• July 1986. 
"Recent Development in Florida State Taxation: The Proposed 
Taxation of Services", Case Vickers, The Florida Bar 
J~~~l· December, 1986. 
"Sales Tax on Services - The Trap Is Set for the 1987 
Legislature", Thomas A. Jones. Florida CPA Today, November, 
1986. 
'"Understanding a New Economy", ~~ll_~!.r:!.!.:t_Jg_y_mal, December 
23. 1986. 
BUSINESS CLIMATE STUDIES: 
Hlgh_I!.~hn~~_!~~l~ment in Massachusetts and Other 
States. Massachusetts Division of Employment Security, 
1981. 
ln~Y.~!.r:lal_~lt!._~!.l!.ctlg_n_Qr:l!.!.r:l~-_Qg__Ig_~~y·s Brokers Know 
~h~t:~lmeor:tant_t~-~~n~i~~t~r:!.r:~£ Society of Industrial 
Realtors. 1985. 
Mar:ket Fa~t~l982L_~tat!__g_f_fl2.r:lda_R~!.~r:ch_Sty_~ 
Overview. Beber Silverstein & Partners, 1982. 
In~-~~nth_Ann~~l-~t~~Y-~f_§~n~c~l_tl~n~f~~t~clns Cl~~~~ 
Grant Thornton, June 1986. 
I~~tY=flr:~t_!nn~~l-~~r:Y!.Y~ __ th!._flftY_h!.sislative Climates. 
Conway Publications. 1986. 
~tll_Qg_r:_eg_r:~!.!._!~!.r:l~~-tt2.Y!.~-~tlggg. A Fortune Market 




APPENDIX B-3 (continued) 
Staff Materials Bibliography 
OTHER MATERIALS: 
Agreement for Expert Legal Services, Department of Revenue. 
Assorted Revenue data in graphic form, Department of Revenue 
Chart of available legislative or other history pertaining 
to the public policy considerations regarding enactment of 
the non-service related exemptions sunsetted by Chapter 86-
166, Laws of Florida prepared by the Department of Revenue. 
An economist's perspective, a letter to the State Economist 
of Florida by John Godfrey, January 30, 1987, 
Information and materials prepared by the Department of 
Commerce relating to specific exemptions, services, and/ or 
industries. 
Information from the Department of Revenue, Office of Tax 
Research, including memorandum, bibliography and article 
excerpts. 
Issues for a Wider Analysts, prepared by Dr. J, Francis of 
the Department of Revenue. 
A list of eight (8) major tax "Uisues" that relate to the 
Sales Tax Exemption Study Comaission's task, 
Literature from the State of Washington on the taxation of 
services. 
Newspaper cllps from the slx major newspapers ln Florida of 
articles on the Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission for the 
period of December 1, 1986 through February 25, 1987. 
Notification ma111ng ltst of the Sales Tax Exemption Study 
Commission. 
Proactive mailing list materials of the Sales Tax Exemption 
Study Commission. 
Remarks by Dr. Walter Hellerstetn at the 12/17/86 Sales Tax 
Exemption Study Commission meeting. 
OTHER MATERIALS: 
APPENDIX B-3 (continued) 
Staff Materials Bibliography 
35 
Re~uae of Dr. Walter Hellerste1n. (Legal consultant) 
Staff memorandum to Harry Johnson. Senate President, 
referencing the Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission, dated 
July 16, 1986. 
Summary minutes for all Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission 
meetings for the period of December 1. 1986 through March 
26. 1987. 
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State of Florida 
Sales Tax Exemption Study Commi:,sion 
P.O. Box 5648 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0100 
Victoria Fierro Randy Miller 
Chairman Exacut1ve Director APPENDIX B-4 
1904) 488-~238 
Martha Barnett 
GUIDELINES FOR TESTIMONY 
Notice of Intent to Testify 
Those who wish to appear before the Commission should submit their written 
intent to testify with the Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission not less 
than three (3) working days prior to the appropriate Commission Meeting. 
The Notice of Intent should include the following items: 
1. Name, address and phone number of the individual who intends to testify. 
2. The name of the firm, association, or group who they represent and 
their relationship to that interest. 
3. Identification of the specific sales tax exemption(s) in which they 
have an interest or concern. 
Testimony Guidelines 
1. Testimony will be limited to 10 minutes with an additional 5 minutes 
Vice Chairman 
to respond to commissioners' questions, if any. The length of testimony 
may be further limited based on the number of individuals requesting 
to testify. 
2. Twenty-five (25) written copies of the testimony is to be provided 
prior to the oral testimony for the benefit of the commissioners. 
3. The opening remarks of the testimony must include the following: 
A. Identification of the speaker (name and address). 
B. The name of the firm, association, or group the speaker represents 
and their respective relationship with that group. 
C. Identification of the specific sales tax exemption(s) on which 
they are testifying. 
4. The testimony should address the following: 
A. The questions outlined in Chapter 86-166 section 9(3)(a): 
SALES TAX EXEMPTION STUDY COMMISSION 
GUIDELINES FOR TESTIMONY 
(Continued) 
Testimony Guidelines - continued 
1. What is the economic impact of the exemption? Is there any 
evidence that: 
a. Additional jobs were created? 
b. Businesses moved to or expanded in Florida? 
c. The removal of the exemption would cause a loss in jobs 
or make the business uncompetitive? 
2. Does the exemption support other statutory policy (e.g., 
environmental or growth management laws)? 
3. Is the exemption consistent with state tax policy: 
a. Does it avoid double taxation? 
b. Does it make the sales tax more regressive? 
4. Would the Legislature appropriate money to fund the exemption? 
5. Is granting a sales tax exemption the most efficient way 
to provide a more favored status for an industry or group? 
6. Are the reasons for granting an exemption still valid? 
7. Should an exemption be subject to periodic review or repeal? 






































Sales Tax Exemption Study Commlss1on 
Testimony on Non-service Related Exemptions 
by Statutory Reference 
~L1> SHH'TE R.Er PE·:;cp I ~·T I 0~ TESTJMDNv PROVIDE~ ~v: RE~'RE~.t.NTING: 
FS 210.5 C 16ARETiE TAX BELL, TOM DEPT OF BUSINESS RE6UALTION 
FS 210.5 CII!ARETTE m SKELDIN6, JACK SEMINOLE TRIBE OF FLORIDA 
FS 212.02(6)(9) F:AILROA(I CARS HART, KEN CXS TRANSPORTATION 
FS 212.031(6) RENTAL OF REAL PROPERTY GROSSMAN, NICKI fCOH~) BROWARO CO COMMISSION 
FS 212.1J3H6J SUBLEASE TRADE SHOWS LOWE, JOHN .JAX MARINE AS SOC 
FS 212.031(6l SUBLEASES OF CONV CTRS Ll TZ, NORI1AN MIAMI BEACH CONV CTR 
FS 212.031(6) CONV t TRADE SUBLEASES ~RITTEN TESTIMONY ORANGE CO CIVIC CENTER 
FS 212.031(6) CONV l TRADE SUBLEASES WRITTEN TESTIMONY ORLANOO/ORAN6E CO CONV BUREAU 
FS 212.031(6) CONV t TRADE SUBLEASES WRITTEN TEST!I10NY BROWARD CO BOARD OF CO COI1M 
FS 212.031(6) CONV t TRADE SUBLEASES ~RITTEN TESTIMONY CITY OF JACKSONVILLE 
FS 212.031 (6) CONV t TRADE SUBLEASES ~RITTEN TESTIMONY REP. ELAINE BLOOM 
FS 212.05(1)~a)2. SHIP REPAIRS JONES, JR, THOMAS ATLANTIC MARINE, INC 
FS 212.05(1)(a)2. YACHT SALES APEL, ARNOLD CABLE MARINE, INC 
FS 212.05(1)(a)2. MARINE INDUSTRIES SKELOIN6, JACK 11ARINE !NO ASSOC OF SO FLA 
FS 212.05(1)(a)2. BOAT SALES LABASKY, RON MARINE INDUSTRY 
FS 212.05(1J(a)2. BOAT REPAIR SHIFFERT, JOHN NORTH FLA SHIPYARDS 
FS 212.05(1) (c) CAR LEASING JONES, WILBUR LONG TERM LEASING 
FS 212.050J(c) LONbTERM AliTO LEASES WRITTE~ TESTIMONY NAT VEHICLE LEASING ASSOC 
FS 212.05(1) (cl LON6TERM TRUCK LEASES BACK, RC RY[IER TRUCK RENTAL, INC. 
FS 212.06(1) (b) MOTION PICTURE PRODUCT HARRIS, BEN DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
FS 212.06(5)\a) CHR6S ASSOC ~/ RADIO & WRITTEN TESTIMONY UP! 
FS 212.08(11) AIRCRAFT NIXON, RONALD UNITH1 TECHNOLOGIES 
FS 212.08(5.}(9) ENTERPRISE ZONES FINCH, BOB AI'JERISERV, INC 
FS 212.08(5)(9) ENTERPRISE ZONES WRITTEN TESTIMONY SENATOR CARRIE MEEK 
FS 212. OtH6J M'VERTISING FOSS, BOB FL~ ASSOC OF BROADCASTERS 
FS 212.08(6) NEWSPAPER SALES SHELTON, DICK FLA PRESS ASSOC 
FS 212.08(6) MVERTISIN6 HARRIS, FRED NO AO TAX COALITION 
FS 212.08(7) (f) MAGAZINE SALES CHISKARK, GEORGE FLA MAGAZINE ASSOCIATION 
FS 212.08(7)(h) FUEL ~RITTEN TESTIMONY FLOIROA PROPANE 6AS ASSOC 
FS 212. 08(7Jin) RESOURCE RECOVERY WRITTEN TESTIMONY BROVARD COUNTY 
FS 212.0B(7)(nJ RESOURCE RECOVERY CARTER, DENNIS DADE COUNTY ENERGY OFFICE 
FS 212.08(7)\n) RESOURCE RECOVERY ~RITTEN TESTIMONY FLA DAIRY PRODUCTS ~SSOC 













































Sales Tax Exemption Study Comm1ss1on 
Testimony on Service Exemptions 
by Standard Industrial Classification Code 
I'IAJ 
6RP 6RP INDUS 
• • • EXE11PTION PERSON REPRESENTING ---
7 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES CONNER, DOYLE COIII'IISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE 
7 AGRICULTURAL SERVICES BARBEN, BOB FLA AGRICULTURAL TAX COUNCIL 
7 74 VETERINARIAN SERV SIEGEL, HAROLD,DVI'I FLA VETERINARIAN I'IED ASSOC 
e 85 851 FORESTRY LAIIB, CARROLL FLA FORESTRY ASSOC 
15 154 CONTRACTORS - GENERAL, HENDERSON, BARKLEY FLA ASSOC 6EN CONTRACTORS COUNCIL 
17 171 CONSTRUCTION/SP TRADES HALLAHAN, DICK FLA ASSOC OF PLUI'IBING ET AL 
40 401 RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION HU6Ll, ROBERT FLA PHOSPHATE COUNCIL 
41 412 4121 TAXICABS YOUNG, ALVIN, JR YELLOW CAB OF ST PETE 
41 ~13 4131 INTERCITY BUS TRANSPORT WEBB, CHARLES Al'l BUS ASSOC 
~1 ~13 ~131 INTERCITY BUS TRANSPORT WRITTEN TESTIIIONY 6REYHOIJNO LINES, INC 
42 421 I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANSPORT WEBB, TOI'I FLA TRUCKING ASSOCIATION 
42 ~22 PIJBLI C WAREHOUS I N6 DIJKE, THOI'IAS FLA WAREHOUSEI'ISN'S ASSOC 
~~ WATER TRANSPORTATION LUNETTA, CARI'IEN FLA PORTS COUNCIL 
45 AIR TRANSPORTATION ASHLOCK, JII1 AIRTRANSPORT ASSOC 
46 PIPELINES PATTERSON, RY 
47 472 ARRANGEMENT OF TRAVEL JACOBS, JOSEPH W STOP TAX ON TRAVEL INDUSTRY, FSU LAW 
47 472 ARRANGEI'IENT OF TRAVEL HIGH. LINDA AM SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENCIES 
47 472 ARRANGEI'IENT OF TRAVEL COHEN, MIKE ACTION 6 
47 472 ARRAN6EI1ENT OF TRAVEL VENDI, JOE AI'IBASSA[IOR TRAVEL (BURDINES) 
47 ~72 ARRANGEI'IENT OF TRAVEL WRITTEN TESTIIIONY AAA TRAVEL AGENCY/INSURANCE AGENCY 
48 483 RADIO l TV BROADCASTING WRITTEN TESTII'IONY FLA ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS 
60 BANKING SERVICES CARD~ELL, TOI'I FLA BANKERS ASSOCIATION 
60 BANKING SERVICES LEWIS, GERALD COI'IPTROLLER 
60 INTERNATIONAL BANKING BALESTRA, VICTOR FLA INT'L BANKERS INSTITUTIONS 
61 NON-BANKING INSTITUTIONS BURCHNELL. TO~ CREDIT UNIONS 
61 NON-BANKING INSTITUTIONS SKELDIN6, JACK FLA LEAGUE OF FINANCIAL INST 
61 FINANCIAL SVCSfiNTEREST ~RITTEN TESTIMONY NORWEST FINANCIAL, INC 
61 FINANCIAL SVCS/INTEREST ~RITTEN TESTIMONY ITT FINANCIAL CORPORATION 
62 SECURITY BROKERS LEFEVE, DAVID SECURITIES INDUSTRY ASSOC 
62 INSURANCE 6UNTER, BILL FLA INS C0111'1ISSIONER 
62 SECURITY BROKERS HINKLE, CLIFF FLA SECURITY DEALERS ASSOC 
63 TITLt INSURANCE WRITTEN TESTI"ONY FLORIDA LAND TITLE ASSOC, INC 
64 INSURANCE BRYANT, CECILIA FLA ASSOC OF DOI'IESTIC INS CO'S 
64 INSURANCE CLARY, L.J. PROFESSIONAL INS AGENTS 
64 INSURANCE MCCUE, WILLIAI'I (BUDDY) FLA ASSOC OF INS AGENTS 
64 INSURANCE F06ARTY, JA"ES FLA ASSOC OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS 
65 REAL ESTATE SERV COLLINS, RALPH l LANDRUM,FLA ASSOC OF REALTORS 
65 REAL ESTATE SERV PERKINS, BOB FLA APARTI'IENT ASSOC 
72 LAUNDRIES CARLSON, BILL CHUCK'S FABRIC CARE CENTER 
72 COIN LAUNDRY WEISS, STANLEY SPARKLE WHITE COIN LAUNDRY 













































APPENDIX B-6 CCont1nued) 
Test1aony on Service Exempt1ons 
by Standard Industrial Class1f1cat1on Code 
"~J 
6RP 6RP INOUS 
• • • .....-~ ............. EiEKPIJOH PERSON REPRESENTING 
72 L~VNDRIES nL~11~S. JOHN SO 11JAI11 ~ASH BOVL INC 
12 LAUNDRY SERVICES PULVER, GERRELL FLA ~SSOC OF L~IJNORY EQUIP CONTR~CTORS 
72 726 7261 FUNERAL SVCS & CRE"ATOR ~YLIE, JA"ES, JR. Fl~ FUNERAL DIR ASSOCIATION 
73 731 ADVERllSING DUNN-RANKIN, DEREK FL~ PRESS ~SSOCI~TION 
73 731 ADVERTISING PLO~EN, E. L. PROCTOR l GAMBLE 
n 131 DATA SERVICES VA.J[IJ\, STEVEN COMPUTER SUPPORT SERVICES 
73 731 All VERT! S 1 N6 C11RREKER, JIM FLA RETAIL FEDERATION 
73 731 ADVERTISING VOOD, JEFF BUR6ER KING 
73 731 ADVERTISING SCHVARTI, PHILLIP GREATER HJA11l AD FEDERATION 
73 731 ~OVERTISIN6 VHYTE, JII1 FLA PRESS ASSOCIATION 
73 731 110VERTISJN6 SCHINK, 6EOR6E VHl\RTON ECONO"ETRIC FORECASTING 
73 731 ADVERT! SING RlCHIIRO, 81\RRY FLA RETAIL FEDERATION 
73 731 1\0VERTISJNG PACE, II, ROBERT BURDETTE AOVERT1SIN6 
73 731 AOVERTI S 1 N6 P~INTER, JACK AH 1\SSOC OF AOV 116ENCJES 
73 731 AOVERTISIN6 Sli'II10NS, TERRY JUICE BOVL PRODUCTS 
73 731 110VERTISIN6 CHIS"ARK, 6EOR6E FLA 11A611ZINE 1\SSOCll\TION 
73 731 1\DVERTISING PLOVEN, E.L. PROCTOR & 6~MBLE 
73 731 ~OVERTISJN6 BROOKS, BILL FLII 1\SSOC OF BROIIOCASTERS 
73 731 1\0VERTISING VRITTEN TESTIKONY VH~RTON ECONOKETRIC FOREC~STIN6 
73 734 7342 PEST CONTROL SERVICES GOLDENBERG, NOR"~N FLA PEST CONTROL ASSOCI~TION 
73 734 7349 CLE~NING SERVICES VRlTTEN TESTIKONY A.C.T. J~NITORIIIL SERVICES 
73 736 7361 E11PLOY"ENJ SERVICES S"ITH, DAVE FLA ASSOC OF PERSONNEL CONSULT~NTS 
73 736 7361 E11PLOY"ENT SERVICES ANDERSON, DOU6L~S FL~ ASSOC OF PERSONNEL CONSULTl\NTS 
73 736 7362 E"PLOYKENT SERVICES PORTER, R Gl\LE FL~ ASSOC OF TEKPORARY HELP 
73 736 7362 EKPLOY11ENT SERVICES VRITTEN TESTI"ONY CDI CORPORliTION 
73 736 7362 E"PLOY"ENT SERVICES VRITTEN TESTIKONV AOV~NCES R & E, INC 
73 736 7362 E11PLOY"ENT SERVICES VRITTEN TESTII10NY TAD TECHNIC~L SERVICES 
73 736 73()2 EKPLOYKENT SERVICES WRITTEN TESTI"ONY N~TIONAL TECHNIC~L SERVICES ASSOC 
73 736 7369 EKPLOYI1ENT SERVICES SC0661NS, TO" 1\SSOC OF EMPLOYEE LEASING CO 
73 737 7379 D~Tll CONSULTIN& VISH~V. J~Y OAT~ VORD 
73 737 D~TA SERVICES VHITLEY, VALL~CE NABANCO 
73 737 DATA PROCESSING BROWER, RON ~UT 
73 737 DAT~ PROCESSIN6 JONES, THO"~S 6TE Dill~ SERVICES 
73 737 DATll PROCESS11~6 VRITTEN TESTIKONY AD~PSO 
73 739 7393 SECURITY SYSTEI1S VESTON, D~VID SECURITY SYSTE"S 
73 739 7392 ltAIIAGE"ENT COMSUL TIN6 LIGHT, JE~N J"L INTERVIEVIN6 SERV INC 
73 739 n92 PUBLIC REL~TIONS ROBERTS, DE~NNE PUBLIC REL~TIONS SOCIETY 
73 739 7392 PUBLIC RELATIONS TAIT, SUNLEY FLA PUBLIC REL. ~SSOC 
eo "ED I CAL KRONBERG, SHIRLEY FLA ST COUNCIL OF SR CITIZENS 
80 KEDIC~L SERVICES (~LL) ATHENS, ~RTHUR llliRP 
80 11EDIC~L SERVICES (ALL) HALL, R~LPH FLll SILVER HAIRED LE6JSL11TURE 
















The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission weighed the 
information and testimony it received against the criteria for 
evaluation contained in Chapter 86-166, Laws of Florida,for the 
non-service related exemptions included in the July 1, 1987 
sunset. The recommendations are clustered for purposes of this 
report by major reason or purpose for the specific recommendation. 
Recoaaendations 
service related 
prevent loss of 
state policiesa 





concerning re-enactaent of the following non-
sales tax exeaptlons to stlaulate job foraation, 
desirable jobs, and for consistency with other 
Exemption Description 
Enterprise zone building materials 
Enterprise zone business property 
Enterprise zone electrical energy 
Enterprise zone jobs credit 
The original purpose of these exemptions was to stimulate 
economic development in designated "Enterprise Zones" which are 
distressed areas within the State. The Sales Tax Exemption Study 
Commission recommends these exemptions be re-enacted as the most 
efficient way to provide a favored status to these distressed 
areas. The retention of the exemption would provide a larger and 
more preferred economic impact for Florida than the sales tax 
revenues which would be generated if the exemptions were 
sunset ted. 
54 
Recoaaendattona regardtng re-enactaent of the followtng non-
service related sales tax exeapttons to suatatn the coapetttlve 
posltton of the following Florida business and industry• 










Flyable aircraft sold for use outside 
Florida (partial) 
Repairs of boats 
residents removed 
subsequent to repair 
of non-Florida 
from Florida 
Convention and trade show subleases 
As previously set forth, the Sales Tax Exemption Study 
Commission has recommended that exemption from taxation of sales 
of services to non-Florida markets is appropriate to enable 
Florida businesses to compete falrly 1n non-Florida markets. 
These exemptions are essential to ma1ntain1ng the competitive 
position of these industries in the .non-Florida markets. 
55 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commisston evaluated the 
information and testimony it received by referring to the criteria 
for evaluation contained in Chapter 86-166, Laws of Florida, for 
the services exemptions scheduled for the July 1, 1987 sunset. 
The Commission used the structural skeleton of the Standard 
Industrial Classification (S.I.C.) Codes as a method of organizing 
the various services· categories. The recommendations are 
clustered for purposes of this report by major reason or purpose 
for the recommendation to exempt these services from sales tax. 
Recoaaendation: Exeapt the following services froa sales tax in 
order to sustain the coapetltlve position of these industries, to 
be consistent with other state policies, and to provide for a less 





























Soil preparation services 
Crop services 
Veterinary services for livestock, 
except animal specialties 
Veterinary services for animal 
specialties as it relates to 
agricultural products only 
Livestock services. except for animal 
specialties 
Animal specialty services only when 
related to agricultural products and 
vaccinating animals to prevent the 
spread of disease to humans 


















Motor freight transportation and 
warehousing of agricultural products 
or phosphate rock 
Water transportation of agricultural 
products or phosphate rock 
Air transportation of agricultural 





products or phosphate 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission viewed agricultural 
products (including the phosphate rock which is contained in 
fertilizer and the transportation of these products) to be a baste 
necessity of life and that imposing a sales tax on these services 
would provide for a more regressive incidence of tax. 
Recoaaendat1on: !xeapt the following services froa sales tax to 
•u•tain the coapetittve position of these industries, to stimulate 
creation of jobs, to prevent loss of desirable jobs, and to be 



















Logging camps and logging contractors 
Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission recommended these 
be exempt from sales tax to be consistent with the 
for other agricultural products and to prevent the loss 
industry jobs to other states. 
57 
Recoaaendation: !xeapt the following services froa sales tax to 
provide for a 1••• regreaaive lncldence of tax. 
Maj 
Grp Grp Indus 
# # # Description 
41 411 4111 Local and suburban passenger 
transportation 
41 411 4119 Ambulance service and Hearse and 
limousine rental: with drivers 
41 413 Intercity and rural highway passenger 
transportation 
49 495 Residential sanitary services 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission recommended these 
services be exempt because application of the sales tax upon them 
would result in the heaviest tax burden being carried by the 
groups least able to pay. 
Recoaaendation: Exeapt 
sustain the coapetitive 
creatlon of jobs. and/or 
Maj 
Grp Grp Indus 






78 781 7819 
the following services from sales tax to 
position of these industries, to stimulate 
to prevent the loss of desirable jobs. 
Description 
Interest on loans bv banks 
Interest on loans bv non-banks 
Commissions by security brokers or 
agents 
Insurance services Lpremiums) 
Insurance agents' commissions 
Services allied to motlon picture 
production, excluding consultants 
58 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commisston recognizes that 1f a 
sales tax were applied to these industries, due to the 
technological communications that permit them to operate 
effectively from any location. it would be easy for this type of 
service to relocate to another state. This would have a negative 
fiscal impact on the State of Florida. 
Recoaaendation: Exeapt the following services froa sales tax to be 
consistent with other state policies, and to provide for a less 














schools (industry # 8299) 
excluding 
granting 
All social services (non-profit and 
profit) 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission recommends these 
services be exemot from sales tax because they constitute baste 
necessities of life, and are priorities in the State Comprehensive 
Plan for ensuring the quality of lif~. The tax burden for these 






Exeapt the following services from sales tax to 
with other state policies, and to provide the most 
to establish a more favored status for components of 
59 
Maj 
Grp Grp Indus 
# # # Description 
86 863 Labor union memberships * 
86 864 Memberships in civic, social, and 
fraternal organizations * 
86 865 Memberships in political organize-
tions* 
86 866 Memberships in religious organiza-
tions* 
86 869 Other memberships* 
The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission recommended these 
membership fees be exempt for sales tax as a means of recognizing 
the contributions these types of organizations make to the 
quality of life in Florida. 
*Note: The Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission recommends 
that a sales tax exemption should not be enjoyed by any 
organization under these S.I.C. codes that discriminate 
in their membership based on race, sex, creed, national 
or1g1n, or religion. 
60 
OTHER FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
----------------------------------
During the course of 1ts ~ellberation and voting process the 
Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission specifically acted on the 
following items: 
2. 







status not be 
Projects (F.S. 
Facilities financed with the proceeds of governmentally 
Issued bonds enjoy a distinct advantage compared to 
facilities financed with privately issued debt instruments, 
via a lower cost of capital. The Commission recommends no 
changes 1n this respect. Certain kinds of institutions also 
enjoy an exemption from the sales tax on tangible personal 
property and/or commercial leases by virtue of their 
governmental non-profit or other specially recognized 
status. The Comm1ss1on similarly recommends no changes in 
thls provision. However, wlth respect to for-profit or other 
non-exempt institutions, the Commission recommends the sales 
tax apply to commercial lease 6~ license payments, purchases 
of tangible personal property (such as building materials) 
and other taxable events, irrespective of whether they 
ut111ze a facility financed under the Health Facility 
Authority Projects law. 
The Commission recommends that 
provided for. admissions to 
organizations (F.S. 212.02(16). 
an exempt status 
cultural events of 
not be 
170(c) 
Recognizing the sales tax burden ls Imposed on the 
purchaser rather than the seller, the Commission recommends 
taxation of admissions to cultural events. This is not 
expected to burden providers bf cultural events to any 
consequential degree. 
3 The Commission recommends that an exempt status not be 
provided for resource recovery equipment operated by of for 
counties or cities (F.S. 212.08(7)(n). 
The Commission recommends that the exemption for 
resource recovery equipment be eliminated. The general 
exemption for governmental units, which ls retained, is 
considered adequate encouragement for governmental efforts in 
the area of resource recovery. 
61 
4. The Commlsslon recommends that the Legislature re-examlne the 
tax status of cigarettes sold by Indians to non-Indians in 
view of the recent court action which allows such sales to be 
taxed. 
The Commission received testimony from a representative 
of the Seminole Indians and from the Florida Department of 
Professional Regulation. The Commission felt, in light of 
the recent Supreme Court op1n1on on this subject, that the 
issue should be referred back to the Legislature for action. 
62 
APPENDIX C-1 
Sales Tax Exemption Study Commission 
This group of workpaper schedules provides complete detail 
of the major groups, groups, and industry groups in the Standard 
Industrial Classification CS.I .. C.) Code~ ,for each ot the service 
exemptions detailed in the master revenue schedule. The 
schedules also include the list of non-service related 
exemptions. 
The recommendation workpapers were designed to be used as a 
working ballot for the Commission, and provided below is a legend 
of the reasons labeled "A" through "0" for recommending 






is recommended to 
of this industry, 
to other states or 
Reenactment of thls exemption 
maintain the competitive position 
service or item in relationship 
countries with whom Florida competes. 
Reenactment of this exemption is recommended to 
stimulate job formation or prevent loss of jobs within 
the State of Florida. 
Reenactment of this exemption is recommended to be 
consistent with other state policy (e.g., the State 
Comprehensive Plan, environmental, or growth 
management laws.) 
D. Reenactment of this exemption is recommended to 
provide for a less regressive incidence of the tax. 
E. Reenactment of this exemplion is recommended to avoid 
undesirable double taxation or tax pyramiding. 
F. Reenactment of this exemption is recommended as the 
most efficient way to provide a more favored status 
for this industry, group or item. 
o. Reenactment of this exemption is recommended for 
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FISCAL IMPACT OF CH. 86-166, L.F. 




No. Non-Service Sunsetted Exemptions 














Port ~ Airport Facilities of Charter Counties 
2 Health Facility Authority Projects 
3 Industrial Development Authorities Projacts 
4 Resear~h & Development Authorities Projects (I) 
5 RR Mileage ~ Per Diem Charges for Freight Cars 
6 Adm. to Cultural Events of 170(c) Organizations 
7 Fishing Boat Admissions 
8 Condo Recreation Facility Leases 
9 Shopping Center Merchant Association Feas 
10 Convention I!( Trade Show Subleases 
11 Agricultural Fair Assn./Midway Operator Leases 
12 Concessionaire Rentals in Movie Theaters 
13 Admissions to School 9 HRS & Correctional Facility Events 
14 Admission Charges- Non-profit Organizations under 501(c)(3) 
15 Required Student Admission Charges 
16 NFL Championship Games <Super Bowl) 
17 Boats Sold to Non-Florida Resident5 or Repaired & Removed from F 
18 Long-Term Auto Leases when Lessor Purchased & Paid Tax 
19 Motion Picture/Video In-House Fabrication Labor 
20 Factory Built Buildings - Labor & Overhead ExpenseB 
21 Charges Associated with Radio&: TV Broadcasting (see 212.08(6)) 
22 Feminine Hygiene Products 
23 Enterprise Zone Building Materials 
24 Enterprise Zone Business Property 
25 Rad~o & T.V. Services <Advertising) 
26 Media Sales - Newspapers 
27 Media Sales - Magazine Subscriptions 
28 Equipment & Supplies of Volunteer Fire Fighter Oepts. 
29 Resource Recovery Equipment Operated by or for Counties or Citie 
30 Solar Energy Devices 
.31 State Theater Program Facilities -.Admissions &: Purchases 
0.:. Automobiles Sold to Non-Florida Residents (Partial) 
33 Flyable Aircraft Sold for Use Outside Florida <Partial> 
34 l~X Dealer Collection Allowance on Flyable Aircraft 
35 Enterprise Zone Electrical Energy 
36 Enterprise Zone Jobs Credit 
37 International Currency & Barter Exchanges 
38 Facil. Financed "/State Bonds for Water, Polln. & Waste Displ. 
39 Revenue Bond Financed Facilities 
4~ Industrial Development Projects 
41 Community Redevelopment & Revenue Bonds 
42 Community Redevelopment Property 
43 State or State Agency Bonds 
44 Higher EdL!Cation Facilities Authorit1es 

































































































































































































































Notes: ESTIMATES ASSUME ADDITIONAL DOR FUNDING AVAILABLE 6/6/87 
Insignificant ($5~,0~0 or less) 
* Super Bowl in 1990: $0.4m 
$ See Service Industry Listing for Estimate. 










































































FISCAL 111PACT OF CH. 86-166, L.F. 
Ta)(ation of Servict! Industrii!s &: Othl!r'" Transactions 
($ millions> 
AS 110DIFIED BY STUDY C01111IBBION PRIJPOSAL 
Business Type 
Agricultural Services 
Publishing & Printing - Newspaper Advertising 
Publishing &: Printing - Periodical & Misc. Advt. 
Radio &: Television Broadcasting (Incl. Advertising) 
Banking Services 
Non-bank Financing Institutions 
Sec:uri ty and Commodity Brokei--s 
Insurance Carriers 
Insurance Agents and Brokers 
Real Estata Agent Services 
Beauty and Barber Shop!S 
Reducing Salons, Tax Preparation, etc. 
Advertising Agency Servic~s 
Credit and Collection Agencies 
Cleaning and Pest Control 
Employment Services, Temporary Help &: Personnel Supply 
Computer and Data Processi lig 
Research & Development Lab• 
Management Consulting &: Public Relations Services 
DetectiVe, Burglar Protection & Other Protection Svcs 
Testing Laboratories & Facilities 
TeleJ)hane Ans., Interior Design & Misc. Business Svcs 
Auto Towing and Other Non-repair Services 
Motion Picture Production, Distrib. &: Services 




Chiropractors, Optometrists &: Other Health Practioners 
Nursing and Personal Care Facilities 
Hospital Services 
Medical and Dental Labs 
Outpatient Care Facilities 
Other Health and Allied Services 
Legal Services 
Educational lnsti tutions - Not for Profit 
Educational Institutions - For Profit 
Soc Serv, Job Train, Chld lk Adult Care - Not for Profit 
Soc Serv, Job Train, Chld &: Adult Care - For Profit 
Professional Organizations <•> 
Engineering, Architectural, and Surveying 
Accounting, Auditing &: Bookkeeping 
Other Services 
Forestry Services 
Metal Mining Services 
Oi 1 &: Bas Field Services 
Non-metal) ic Non-fuel Minerals Services 
Contractors, General, Residential 
Contractors, General, Non-residential 
Contractors, General, Non-building 
Construction, Special Trade Contractors 
Service Industries for the Printing Trade 
Railroad Transportation <**) 
Local ~ Suburban Bus Transportation 
Taxicabs 
lnterci ty Bus Transportation 
Charter Bus Transportation 
Motor Freight Transportation 
Public Warehousing 
Water Transportation 
Air Transportation <**> 
Pipelines 
Freight Forwarding 
Arrangement of Transportation (incl. Travel Agents) 
Incidental Railroad Transportation Services 
Sewage S! Garbage Collection Services 
Holding and Other Investment Offic•s 
Service Transactions Between Affi 1 iated Corporations 
Other Service Transactions Ut) 
Total All Services ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • •••••• • 
Total Non-service Exemptions ••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
Exemption for Services to Entities w/o Fla Nexus 
Use Tax on Services 
GRAND TOTAL. •••••••• • • ••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 












































































































































































































































































































ESTIMATES ASSUME ADDITIONAL DOR FUNDING AVAILABLE 6/6/87. 
Notes: (*) Pre-exemption estimate excludes labor unio-:as, political clubSi & religious organizations. 
(**> Taxation of charges for passenger transportation pre~mpted by fadaral law. 
Ctt) Represents amounts not includied in specific cat.e;;aories. 
Caution: Chapter 216, F.S., requires that estimates be based on the assumption of 'current law and 
current administrative practices.· At this point, however, no administrative determination 
has been made on the exact meaning of the term 'any service' as it is used in Ch. 86-166, L.F. 
The service categories on which tht!se estim.ittes are batsed represent a broad interpretation 
of the meaning of that term. To the extent th~t some categories included herein are eventually 
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SECTION 4: MINORITY COMMENTS 
198 
MINORITY COMMENTS 
During the process of attempting to evaluate which services 
shall continue to be exempted from the state sales tax, it was 
most difficult to ascertain the implications of the tax as it 
would apply to each particular service. Unfortunately, because 
of the delay in appointing members of the Commission, the review 
process was accelerated and, at the same time, compacted, which 
made it more difficult to research the consequences of sunsetting 
each exemption. However, my support of the final recommendations 
to the Legislature suggest that it is incumbent upon that body to 
be even more thorough, as 1t is their responsibility to implement 
an equitable and workable tax policy for the State. That is why 
it was necessary to have a broad-based recommendation so as not 
to stifle or constrict the options available to that body. 
One profession, or service that we r~viewed, left many 
unanswered questions, both procedurally and philosophically. The 
Legislature needs to pay qreat attention to whether or not all 
legal services should be subject to a sales tax. I'm confident 
that there is a constitutional question that should weigh heavily 
on the minds of each legislator. If the Legislature decides to 
apply the sales tax to legal services, it needs to carve out some 
exemptions to insure that the tax is not so onerous as to deny 
easy access to the courts. This question ls of paramount 
importance, particularly as it relates to an equal defense when 
being charged with a crime. Furthermore, the Legislature needs 
to protect those who need to approach the court to seek remedies 
to legal matters beyond their control and. possibly, out of their 
financial reach. These matters could be child support 
enforcement, small debt collections, spouse and child abuse 
cases, etc. Likewise. the Legislature needs to weigh the issue 
of confidentiality as it relates to attorney's records when an 
audit might be required by the Department of Revenue. There is 
now exists provisions in the state law to guarantee 
confidentiality of records of certain clients, and these 
provisions should be guaranteed so as to protect the principle of 
confidentiality and client/attorney relationships. 
